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Abstract
In this research work, the parameters affecting the settling velocity within the thickeners were studied by
introducing an equivalent shape factor. Several thickener feed samples of different densities including
copper, lead and zinc, and coal were prepared. The settling tests were performed on the samples, and the
corresponding settling curves were plotted. Using the linear regression analysis, the Chein's equation was
fitted to the experimental data in order to obtain the equivalent shape factors for the different minerals.
Moreover, the relations between the equivalent shape factors and the settling parameters were investigated.
The R-squared values for the fits proved the capability of the Chein’s equation to fit well on the experimental
data (0.96R20.99 for the copper sample, 0.96R20.98 for the lead and zinc sample, and 0.93R20.97 for
the coal sample). The results obtained showed that the equivalent shape factor generally decreased with
increase in the initial solid concentration. The equivalent shape factor for the coal sample in the samples with
concentrations higher than 25% was negative but close to zero. This unusual behavior was explained by
discussing the effects of the flocculants on the formation of the network structure in these samples.
Determination of the equivalent shape factors would be an invaluable achievement in mineral processing.
The researchers can simply put these factors into the Chein's equation to calculate the settling velocity of the
minerals instead of performing expensive and time-consuming experiments.
Keywords: Settling Velocity, Equivalent Shape Factor, Chein’s Equation, Statistical Regression.
1. Introduction
Regarding the scarcity of water resources and
hazardous minerals in the waste water of
thickeners, recycling is an inseparable part of the
mineral processing, which prevents environmental
impacts [1-3]. A major part of water recovery is
performed in the thickeners, where the higher
density of solid particles, compared to water,
causes the solid particles to be settled by the
gravity force. Increasingthe settling capacity of
the thickeners with the aim of optimizing the
residual moisture content and water recovery has
been widely emphasized [1, 4, 5].
The settling capacity for a sedimentation unit is
characterized by the settling velocity in the free
settling zone, where the solid concentration of the

suspension is low and the particles are at a
considerable distance from each other [5-10].
While the factors affecting the settling velocity in
a thickener under a continuous operation has
remained relatively poorly understood due to
some technical impediments [11], the research
efforts have been mainly focused on the
laboratory experiments [3, 4, 11-13] and modeling
techniques [1, 14-16].Simultaneously including all
the effective parameters to study the settling
velocity of the mineral particles makes the
problem highly complicated. Even when all the
major factors can be controlled under the practical
conditions, with only a few parameters that are
independently variable, the task is still difficult to
do [17]. Therefore, previous studies have been
mostly concentrated on the effect of one
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parameter on the settling velocity, while others
remained constant [18-20]. For example,
Muhanned (2013) has reported that the settling
velocity of the solid particles is greatly affected by
the particle path during settling. In his study, the
spherical particles followed the vertical path
during settling, while the irregularly-shaped
particles followed different paths and orientations
(like springing, circular, oscillating, and unstable
paths), which could decrease their settling
velocity. The particle size also has a great effect
on the settling velocity, as increase in the particle
diameter or volume, resulting in increase in the
settling velocity, which is in agreement with the
previous studies [21-24].
The influences of the particle size and shape on
the particle terminal velocity have been
investigated in detail for some regular geometries
such as spheres, disks, cylinders, and isometric
particles [4, 20]. While the floc structure is one of
the factors greatly affecting settling the velocity of
mineral particles [21, 25], few studies have been
concentrated on these irregularly-shaped particles
[12, 13, 21, 22]. Folcs are highly porous and
irregularly-shaped aggregates formed by bridged
particles within a suspension. Adding flocculants
(high molecular weight water-soluble polymers)
to a dilute stable suspension bridges the particles
together [26-28], and leads to the formation of
flocs [12].The floc structure depends on the nature
of several factors including the solid (surface
chemistry, size, size distribution, shape, and
density), the liquid (viscosity and dielectric
constant), the suspension (solid loading, pH, ionic
strength, and temperature), and the flocculant
(chemical nature of the backbone and side chains,
molecular weight, molecular weight distribution,
charge, and charge density).
Berres et al. (2013) have tried to describe the
dewatering dynamics using two material-specific
models for the local solid concentrations [1]. In a
similar attempt, Garmsiri and Haji-Amin-Shirazi
(2012) have performed many experiments for
various solid concentrations and different types
and dosages of chemical aids. Based on their
experimental data, they suggested a mathematical
model for the analysis of the settling curves
obtained [13].
Regardless of the methods (experimental,
analytical, and numerical), most of the previous
studies have been suffering over simplification,
limited number of samples, and insufficient
included variables. Moreover, their highly timeconsuming and expensive procedures cannot be
neglected.

The aim of this research work was to calculate the
settling velocity for mineral particles using the
Chein's equation. While this equation has been
widely utilized for calculating the settling velocity
of non-mineral particles [23, 24], it has not been
applied to mineral particles yet. Since mineral
particles do not have regular geometric shapes,
and their shapes have been changing during the
settling process, an equivalent shape factor for the
floc was introduced for each sample, which can be
determined by fitting the Chein's equation on the
experimental settling scatters. Moreover, the
effects of using the flocculant in the coal samples
were investigated.
Determination of these equivalent shape factors
would be an invaluable achievement in mineral
processing and water recycling. Researchers can
simply put these factors into the Chein's equation
to calculate the settling velocity of minerals (or
suspended particles in water), which is necessary
for the design of new thickeners (or sedimentation
tanks) with improved functionality. This
significantly decreases the current level of time
and money invested in the experimental and
modeling studies related to the mineral
sedimentation and water purification units.
2. Materials and method
2.1. Experimental details
2.1.1. Materials
In this study, samples of three different materials
were used for the settling experiments, as follow:
 Coal refuse (average density: 1.6 g/cm3)
from the thickener feed of the Interkarbon
Coal Preparation Plant (located in Zarand,
Iran), with 80% of the particles smaller than
35µm.
 Copper ore (average density: 2.7 g/cm3),
with 80% of the particles smaller than
80µm.
 Lead and zinc ore (average density: 3.7
g/cm3), with 80% of the particles smaller
than 55µm.
To make the observation of the mud line easier,
polyacrylamide (A65) was used for the coal
samples. By dissolving the solid flocculant in
water, a flocculant solution with a 0.05%
concentration was prepared. It should be noted
that, according to the ISO 10.86 standard, the
flocculant was used only up to 24 hours after
preparation.
2.1.2. Settling test method
The settling tests were carried out in glass
cylinders of10mm diameter and 1000mLvolume.
48
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For each experiment, the cylinder was filled with
a certain amount of one of the three materials, and
water was added to the cylinder until the total
volume reached 1000mL. If needed, the required
amount of flocculant was added to the cylinder,
and the content was mixed well using a mixer.
Finally, the mud line height versus time was
recorded.
To avoid the loss of a portion of the sample,
unlike the traditional method that includes
inverting the test cylinder for several times, we
used a drilled disk mixer to achieve a homogenous
solution. Stirring is supposed to do three
functions: 1- to break up the flocculant bonds,
which keep the particles apart; 2- to allow the
fines to move into the voids between coarse
particles; and 3- to facilitate the escape of liquid
from the settling bed of solids [29].

All the thickener surface calculation methods are
based upon the settling velocity in the individual
settling zone [30, 31]. Up to the present time, this
velocity has been mostly measured by performing
the time-consuming settling experiments, whose
results could be used only for the test conditions.
This means that the thickener designers should
perform new experiments whenever they wish to
design a new thickener, which demands lots of
money and time. Thus it would be very valuable
to have an equation to calculate the settling
velocity based on the other settling parameters
involved. Such an equation has been widely
employed in several fields of science and
engineering, and is known as the Chein's settling
velocity equation [18, 24]:
V P2  4.458e (5.03 c) (
19.45e (5.03 c)d P (

2.2. Experimental design
The settling tests were carried out on the samples
of coal refuse, copper, and lead and zinc ores in
order to determine the equivalent shape factors.
For the coal sample, the settling tests were started
by changing the initial concentrations from 2% to
10% with 2% intervals, and from 15% to 30%
with 5% intervals. The flocculant concentrations
were 15, 25, and 35 g/t. To determine the settling
experiment errors, the tests with solid percentages
of 2, 4, and 8% were repeated for three times, and
the relative standard deviation for the settling
velocity was calculated as an index for the
experimental error. The average standard
deviation for these experiments was 0.13.
The settling tests for the copper and lead & zinc
samples without using the flocculant were
performed by changing the initial concentration
from 5% to 40% with 5% intervals. Due to the
ease of mud line observation, the test was only
repeated once. The experimental details are
reported in Table 1.

5 to 40, with 5 intervals

Coal
(with 15, 25, and 35g/t of
flocculant)

2 to 10, with 2 intervals
15 to 30, with 5 intervals

f

) VP 

(1)

 1)  0

Where:
V P : Settling velocity of particle
e : Effective viscosity of fluid
d P : Average particle diameter
f : Fluid density
P : Particle density
c : Shape factor
The settling mineral particles have often irregular
shapes, especially when the flocculant is used to
increase the settling velocity [18].Therefore, the
Chein’s equation should be modified in a way to
be applicable in mineral processing. We suggested
the use of an equivalent shape factor, which is not
related to individual solid particles but to their
networks and flocs. It should also be clarified that,
contrary to the routine shape factor, which is
defined within the range of 0-1[19], there is no
obligation on the equivalent shape factor value.
A major impediment for using this equation in
mineral processing originates from the fact that
mineral particles do not have stable and simple
geometries. Thus we cannot assign a constant
shape factor to each mineral sample. As a result of
the changes in the shape of the minerals during
settling, the shape factor is predicted to vary from
its initial value during the process. This may
prevent the use of Chein's equation in mineral
processing, although defining an average
equivalent shape factor can solve the problem.
Since the settling tests performed in this study
were performed in aqueous solutions, we took:

Table1. Different experimental conditions.
Initial solid
Pulp type
concentration (%)
Copper
5 to 40, with 5 intervals
(without flocculant)
Lead & Zinc
(without flocculant)

p

e
d P f

f  980

2.3. Introducing equivalent shape factors for
minerals
49

kg
m3

, e  0.81 mpa.s
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Properties of the solid particles were set as
reported in sections 2.1 and 3.1. Slope of the
settling curves, which represent mud line height
versus time, was considered as the settling
velocity (
The only variable that remained
undefined in the Chein’s equation was the
equivalent shape factor ( Using a linear
regression method, the Chein's equation was fitted
on the settling curves for all the samples, and the
equivalent shape factors were determined utilizing
the R statistical software [32].

on the copper and lead & zinc samples are
presented in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. As a
common trend, all of these graphs were linear at
the beginning, behaved non-linearly afterward,
and finally, became horizontal. A tangent drawn
at any point on these graphs gives the settling rate
of the solids in the vicinity of the interface for that
point. As the graphs reveal, the settling rates are
higher at the beginning but later become
considerably lower. This decrease in the settling
rates is due to the change in the settling conditions
that occurs over the time [29]. The zone and
compressive settling regimes were further
characterized by the sharp boundary that existed
between the settling solids and supernatant liquid.
The clarification or particulate settling regimes,
on the other hand, did not show a distinct interface
(see Figures 3 and 4).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Settling test without flocculant
Unlike coal, the mud line for the copper and lead
& zinc samples could easily be observed without
using the flocculant. The settling velocities for
these two samples with different initial
concentrations (from 5% to 40%) were obtained.
The settling curves for the experiments carried out
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Figure 1. Copper settling rate for different initial solid percentages without flocculant.
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Figure 2. Lead & zinc settling rate for different initial solid percentages without flocculant.
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Figure 3. Velocity determination in particulate setting zone for copper sample with 10% of solids in feed without
flocculant.
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Figure 4. Velocity determination in particulate setting zone for coal sample with 10% of solids in feed and 35 g/t
flocculant dosage.

3.2. Settling test using flocculant
Due to the low settling velocity of the coal
sample, it was difficult to see the mud line.
Therefore, these tests were carried out with the
flocculant. The settling velocities for this sample
were obtained for different initial concentration
values (from 2 to 10%). As mentioned earlier,
each experiment was repeated for three times, and
an average value was reported for the settling
velocity.
Figure 5 shows the results obtained for the coal
sample. As it can be seen in this figure, the floc
formation increases the settling velocity,
compared to the samples without flocculant.
However, adding the flocculant more than its
optimal amount not only does not improve the

settling velocity but also produces looser flocs,
which consequently reduces the compressibility of
solids during compaction, and decreases the final
pulp density. Indeed, increasing the flocculant
dosage reduces the overflow clarification since,
compared to a thick pulp, the flocculant used in a
diluted pulp produces larger flocs. As the amount
of feed solid concentration goes up, the settling
rate increases even by using lower amounts of the
flocculant. Under the low-pulp-density conditions,
sedimentation of individual flocs is possible, and,
therefore, the settling rate of the suspension
becomes higher. At higher pulp densities,
however, the flocs form a network structure that
reduces the sedimentation rate.
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Figure 5. Effect of flocculant dosage on settling velocity for coal sample with 2% of solids.

equivalent shape factor due to addition of
flocculant are remarkable. Comparing Figures 711 revealsthat the flocs with compact structures
have equivalent shape factors in the range of 0-1.
Negative shape factors were calculated for the
coal samples with initial solid contents higher
than 25%. This can be discussed by the
considerable changes in the floc’s structure when
the flocculant is used. Actually, the pressure
induced by the upper layers to the solids located at
the bottom layers causes formation of the network
structures in the samples with higher
concentrations. This pressure facilitates formation
of network structures, and causes a significant
decrease in the settling velocity, and, therefore, in
the equivalent shape factor.
Unlike the expected decreasing trend, the settling
velocity, and hence, the equivalent shape factor
for 25% initial solids in the copper sample and
20% initial solids in the lead & zinc sample
increased significantly. This means that the
difference in the velocity up for withdrawing
water from the flocs and the settling velocity due
to the gravity force is increased. This behavior is
often a result of channeling or short-circuit in the
fluid that occurs at high concentrations. This fact
was estimated to be related to the cracks in the
structure of the solids in the presence of interparticle forces.

3.3. Relationship between equivalent shape
factor and settling velocity
The equivalent shape factors were computed for
the different initial solid concentrations fitting the
Chein’s equation on the settling curves. The Rsquared values were different for the different
samples and test conditions (0.96R20.99 for the
copper sample, 0.96R20.98 for the lead and
zinc sample, and 0.93R20.97 for the coal
sample).
As it can be seen in Figure 6, the equivalent shape
factor increases as the settling rate rises. This fact
was confirmed by the observations made on the
three samples.
Figures 7 and 8 show the equivalent shape factor
versus initial solid concentration for the copper
and lead & zinc samples, respectively.
Figures 9-11 show the equivalent shape factor
versus initial solid concentration for the coal
sample when different flocculant dosages were
used.
Figures 7-11 indicate that as the initial solid
concentration increases, the equivalent shape
factor (degree of sphericity) decreases. The reason
may be the formation of larger flocs due to higher
pressures applied by other particles in the samples
with higher initial solid contents. In other words,
by increasing the initial solid concentration, it
takes longer to achieve the desired underflow
density in a compressive zone. As Figures 911show, for the coal sample, changes in the
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Figure 6. Settling velocity versus equivalent shape factor for lead & zinc sample.
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Figure 7. Equivalent shape factor versus initial solid concentration for copper sample.
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Figure 8. Equivalent shape factor versus initial solid concentration for lead & zinc sample.
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Figure 10. Equivalent shape factor versus initial solid concentration for coal sample with 25 g/t flocculant
dosage.
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Figure 11. Equivalent shape factor versus initial solid concentration for coal sample with 35 g/t flocculant
dosage.
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4. Conclusions
In general, the Chein’s equation was well-capable
to fit on the experimental data regarding the Rsquared values (0.96R20.99 for the copper
sample, 0.96R20.98 for the lead and zinc
sample, and 0.93R20.97 for the coal sample).
The copper and lead & zinc flocs had equivalent
shape factors in the range of 0-1 under all the test
conditions but the coal flocs had small negative
values in higher concentrations.
Under
the
low-pulp-density
conditions,
sedimentation of individual flocs is common, and,
therefore, the settling rate of the suspension is
higher. The equivalent shape factor generally
decreases as the initial solid concentration
increases. For the coal sample, decrease in the
settling velocity as a result of increase in the
pressure on the below particles and formation of
larger flocs reduces the equivalent shape factor.
Unlike the other samples, the equivalent shape
factor for the coal sample was not within the 0-1
range. The use of flocculant and formation of
network structures in the samples with higher
initial concentrations could be responsible for this
observation.
Contrary to the predicted decreasing trend, the
equivalent shape factor for 25% of the initial
solids in the copper sample and 20% of the initial
solids in the lead & zinc sample increases
significantly. This behavior is often a result of
channeling or short-circuit in the fluid that occurs
at high concentrations, and may be related to the
cracks in the structure of solids in the presence of
inter-particle forces.
Determination of the equivalent shape factors for
the mineral materials is an important achievement
in mineral processing. Researchers, especially
those who wish to design thickeners, can simply
put these factors into the Chein's equation to
calculate the settling velocity instead of
performing expensive and time-consuming
experiments and modeling tasks. Although this
article introduced this new method, few minerals
were investigated, with limited variations in the
settling parameters involved. Further studies on
different minerals under various settling
conditions are required to clarify the merits and
demerits of the method.
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چکیده:
در این تحقیق ،پارامترهایی که سرعت تهنشینی را در درون تیکنر تحت تأثیر قرار میدهند با معرفی یک فاکتور شکل معادل معرفی شده استت چنتدین نمونته از
خوراک تیکنر با دانسیتههای متفاوت شامل مس ،سرب ،روی و زغال آماده شدند آزمایشهای تهنشینی بر روی نمونهها انجام و منحنیهای تتهنشتینی متنتا ر بتا
آن ها کشیده شدند با استفاده از تحلیل رگرسیون خطی ،معادلهی چین به دادههای آزمایشگاهی برازش داده شد تا فاکتور شکل معادل برای مواد معتدنی متتلت
به دست آید بعالوه ارتباط بین فاکتورهای شکل معادل و پارامترهای تهنشینی بررسی شده است مقادیر  R2بهدستآمده ،قابلیت رابطهی چین در برازش مناستب
به دادههای آزمایشگاهی را تائید میکند (برای نمونه مس ،1/36R21/33 :برای نمونه سرب و روی 1/36R21/38 :و برای نمونته زغتال)1/39R21/39 :
نتایج بهدست آمده نشان داد که فاکتور شکل معادل بهطورکلی با افزایش غلظت جامد اولیه در پالپ کاهش مییابد فاکتور شکل معادل بترای نمونتههتای زغتال بتا
غلظت اولیه بیشتر از  51درصد ،مقادیر منفی اما نزدیک به صفر داشت این رفتار غیر عادی با بیان تأثیر فلوکوالنت در تشتکیل ستاختار شتبکه تو تید داده شتده
است تعیین فاکتور شکل معادل ،دستیابی ارزشمندی در صنعت فرآوری مواد معدنی خواهد بود محققین میتوانند بجای انجام آزمایشهای وقتتگیتر و هزینتهبتر
برای تعیین سرعت تهنشینی مواد معدنی ،بهسادگی این فاکتورهای شکل معادل را در درون معادلهی چین قرار دهند
کلمات کلیدی :سرعت تهنشینی ،فاکتور شکل معادل ،معادلهی چین ،رگرسیون آماری

